Saint Germain Addresses
Torch Bearers of The Temple
Wesak World Congress II

Hail, Wesak World Congress! I, Saint Germain, applaud you!

As I speak to those of you here, I speak also to every Son and Daughter of God on the Earth, “Awaken to your Divine Plan and become the Christ-in-Action where you stand!”

Yes, beloved, you have embraced a daunting task—daunting perhaps, to one who stands alone in their human equation. However, know well, that you do not stand alone! You stand with your brothers and sisters whose Godly desire blazes as a Torch of Sacred Fire upraised on behalf of My Flame and pledged to the accomplishment of this Great Work, which I myself call forth!

Yes, and the Entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood stands with you on behalf of this—My Mission to bring in the Golden Age. El Morya’s Mission is the same, to implement this Vision of the Golden Age through our outer Activity, The Temple of The Presence. The Platform that you have unanimously endorsed this day, consisting of specific goals and objectives born of the Seven Rays, most assuredly constitutes the Will of God and the Brotherhood for you all.

I stand here on this platform to engage the full weight of my Office in total support of each and every plank, which you have presented unto the Lord, intent upon lowering them into the Earth and precipitating them fully within the two-year cycle of your Plan.

I tell you, beloved, all can come to pass — all will come to pass if you allow for the Causal Body Momentum of this Activity and of these Messengers before you and, yes, of the Entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood to assist at every turn and allow for the pressure of our Light to move you into the Golden Age as it is wont to do!

Beloved hearts, this moment signals a cycle of Opportunity that is for your benefit, not for the benefit of some other planet at some future time when you will have already gained your Victory and yourselves be the Ascended
Ones assisting that planet. No, beloved, it is for this planet and this time that We speak! I tell you that the time and the cycle is now! Those of you who still entertain a doubt, a fear, a question, or any kind of vacillation or excuse whatsoever, must put them all into the Flame.

Such equivocation holds not one ounce of Light, nor one erg of energy worthy of the *Entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood*. Such foolish doubts are not due to any reservations on our part, nor do they originate with the Will of God or Wisdom’s Flame. Consign them to the Violet Flame to be no more. Won’t you be seated as We continue to discuss Our Plans for your future?

Every time the Darjeeling Council sits in Session and discusses the need of the hour for the Earth, all manner of conditions are brought up for review. What is the cause and solution to those situations where peoples are starving in the world? What is at the core of those situations where there is warring, where there is hatred, where there is killing? What of those situations where there is thievery and depravity in the cities? Where are there conditions manifesting due to the lack of desire for God?

Of all of these, the most critical factor that gets the primary focus of our attention in Council is the lack of desire for God. For all else will find remedy where the desire for God burns through the Hearts of the people. All the famine, all the hatred and warring, all the thievery that goes on will eventually be rectified by the Light of God and be changed according to the release of the Violet Flame throughout the Earth when, at the very least, the desire for God blossoms in the Earth.

When that God Love flows forth into your own individual lives, you will see the Great Change begin. You will see the atmosphere in your own home take on a scintillating vibration that will magnetize those of like mind, or those desirous of a Cup of Light, those hungry and thirsty for the Light. Yes, beloved, this is the Path that you elected to outpicture when coming into embodiment — to stand for the Light, to radiate the Light and to anchor Ascended Master Light where you are.

Your uncompromising stand marks your arrival at the bona fide initiatory stages of the Path, which lead to your Freedom! We, as your Ascended Brothers and Sisters, as the *Entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood*, desire to assist you in all areas when you commit yourself with unbounded intensity and dedication to this Path.

This is why I, Saint Germain, have obtained the Dispensation through the auspices of the Karmic Board, for the initial public release of the Teaching of the Five Secret Rays. Furthermore, We shall soon institute the practical training in these Rays so that you might have a greater grasp of their tangibility and their operation within the sub-planes of God Consciousness. The Pranic Breaths of these Five Currents are a very real part of your own being and always have been. It is time you began using them!
Understand, beloved, that you cannot accomplish all you came to do as an Activity without unlocking the door to these Five Secret Rays. To unlock the door to them you must become the Christ-in-Action. It is not merely a matter of acknowledging yourself as a potential Chrised One, but becoming the Christ. You cannot be forever reading or studying the Teachings and think that by study alone you are going to ascend in this lifetime.

You must be up and doing, demonstrating the practical application of the Law. Giving the calls to your Mighty I AM Presence to release into your world the Great Talents of your own Causal Body is a great key that starts the process of unlocking the Power of your own indwelling Holy Christ Self to operate directly through your lower vehicles.

However, before that action can be complete, beloved, you must achieve true Harmony at the level of the solar plexus. The great Harmony embodied by God Harmony must flow forth night and day where you are. Call to Him if you have difficulty, and you will find the Peace of God flowing through you, as his overshadowing Presence descends into the room and the Rays of His Consciousness release for your benefit!

Then move on to anchor this with each one of the God Qualities. Where you know the names of one or more Hierarchs who serve to embody a given Quality, call upon them to release It. Allow for the scintillating Fire of their Causal Body Momentum to resonate your own Causal Body and reinforce the capacity of your Electronic Body to release that specific Ray of God Consciousness into your life, into all your affairs, sorting through every area of confusion, doubt, or question which must be separated out from these precious God Qualities of your Presence that are in fact Christ-in-Action where you stand.

Be conscious that these Light Rays from your Electronic Body will go directly into every aspect of consciousness not born of God, but rather born of the fabric of the human equation of fear, doubt, human questioning and records of death. These spirals of negativity must go into the Flame. As you invite your own Holy Christ Self to intercede more and more into your affairs, you will discover the Mind of God pinpointing where and how you must direct the Flame. When you do not know what to call for, allow your Mighty I AM Presence to take command, for in your present state of consciousness you are not expected to be aware of all that your own Christ Mind discerns.

Do you see how the Mind of God works? The impulse, the Fire, the Ray of God Consciousness begins all the way from the Heart of God in the Great Central Sun, exercising Christ Discrimination in all planes of creation where the Light of God is destined to manifest. As that Christ Mind is exercised more and more through your outer consciousness, know well, beloved, that the Light of God shines forth triumphant in all your affairs. Then you will no longer worry about your economic situation, the state of world events, or how to feed those starving and hungry.
Most assuredly, those who are starved and hungry for the Light of God, those who know not that they even need the Light of God, will still be fed. For there will be the multiplication of the Torch Bearers who will carry my Torch of Freedom and reignite many Heart Flames, which in turn will rekindle the slumbering desire for God in the souls of more and more among mankind.

Do you see how it works, beloved? This august body here tonight — you who already know yourselves to be Sons and Daughters of God in the Earth — you are to achieve what many have tried by all manner of social invention, but what can only be accomplished permanently by the Light of God! Most assuredly, the Light of God is able to work through all manner of man-made institutions fashioned in substitution for the Hands of the Christ.

Nevertheless, understand well, beloved, that every vehicle of help and assistance, and every well-intended peacemaker on the Earth, must focus at the core of their being the Torch of God Reality, if they hope to produce lasting Good. For absent the Torch of God Reality, you merely have the peepings and mutterings of human social interaction on a weak horizontal axis. You no longer have the vertical Power of Hierarchy as focused by the Entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood!

Those of you who have come together throughout this week have wisely elected to place your attention upon the Chohans of the Rays and to listen attentively for Our Impulse as to how to implement those Directives assigned you by the Darjeeling Council. You have elected to put aside your own human desires, your own human will, and to elevate your attunement to the greater Mind of God. This exercise should go on daily for all of the Lightbearers of the Earth. Were this to occur, you would see such a change … such a brilliant star the Earth would quickly become!

Well, I tell you, as Saint Germain, your Knight Commander, I command it to be so! And it shall be so, for already I behold the Golden Age lowered into manifestation! It scintillates with Christed Beings who embrace the Law of Life and Divine Understanding. Where does it all begin? It begins with each one of you who know yourselves as individual Sons and Daughters of God, as an I AM Presence incarnate now in the Earth, embracing the fullness of who you are and becoming the Allness of your Presence in the Victory of the Ascension!

You would not so easily have your Victory, beloved, were it not for these Messengers sounding this Keynote of the Pure Teachings of the Ascended Masters and anchoring in the Earth the Causal Body Momentum of the Entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood. They provide us the necessary vehicle without which We could not possibly release Our Light, Our Momentum, and Our Radiation of Good Will intended for all the people of the Earth.

This day you have received a great Dispensation from the Heart of Archangel Zadkiel, for the expansion of the Violet Flame in the Earth. I trust you will not esteem it lightly, for His Message carries the weight of My
Office as the Hierarch of this Two Thousand Year Dispensation. I know well that you still need the Violet Flame to work through all of those areas of consciousness that must yet be purified, to bring about the Perfection of your individual Divine Plan.

As you invoke the Flame, I, Saint Germain, will be the beneficiary, for I will have magnetized to the Sacred Cause of the Brotherhood those multitudes of Lightbearers in the Earth who will uphold the Torch, who will awaken to who they truly are—who will awaken to the Light of the Christ—and who will then move as Divine Lightning throughout the Earth. The Lightning of their appearance shall march proudly across the world, shining forth as the onrushing Dawn of the Golden Age!

Yes, beloved, My Era, My Golden Age is already dawning, for it has dawned within your Hearts, and it shall emerge full-blown in the greatest explosion of Enlightenment the Earth has ever known! Nor will any catastrophic affairs of the Earth ever tear it away. Rather, it will burst upon mankind’s imagination as a kaleidoscopic Explosion of Light that will right the Earth’s axis as well as mankind’s thinking!

It shall appear, beloved, because you have decreed it so! Further, you have provided for your own individual life to reflect a Christed Life. You are becoming more and more of the Christ. You stand as that Example in all of your affairs wherever you go, not merely when you come together at a Conclave or the weekly Services.

Know, beloved, you must wear this Mantle each day of your life. Then you will discover that, like David Lloyd, at the end of this lifetime of striving and searching, I will present to you my Crystal Cup, my Elixir of Life. Your final Victory may come in different forms, but it will be the Fire of your own Attainment that will ignite the Ascension Current. At that moment, you will know the invaluable assistance of Serapis Bey and of the Seraphim, to assist you in elevating into that grand and glorious final Victory.

This Victory is your inalienable birthright. The right to your Ascension was bestowed upon each one of you as a Promise of your God Presence when first you descended into the Earth, agreeing to put on these dense bodies and experience the lower planes of consciousness so that you might gain mastery over them. Your Ascension, beloved, will seal your everlasting Attainment.

The Ascension marks your baccalaureate ritual, when Life confers its Masters Degree in the Arts of Creation! For in gaining self-mastery here below, you carry home with you the great talents and the wealth of all that you have accomplished. That Attainment, beloved, will draw other lifestreams up with you, for you cannot qualify one erg of energy with God Good without it acting as a magnet and an example to others.

Think of it... how often have you accomplished great feats which you know in your heart were sure to become momentums of Good that would continue to serve you in good stead as you move through life and accrue
to your Casual Body? Each time you have achieved these personal victories—and you have achieved many—you have also expressly affected and blessed other parts of Life.

Think of how the great release of the Violet Flame, going on now since the early days of this instruction to Godfre, has relieved a tremendous burden upon Elemental Life; thereby enabling the Elemental Essence—held in the Consciousness of the Hierarchy of these Great and Glorious Secret Rays—to be released back into the Earth in a state of God Perfection and subsequently available to all for the accomplishment of God Good.

For the first time you have been taught the Mysteries of the Rose Cross. Far more new instruction has been released than you have been able to retain during this past two-week cycle. Nor has the significance of the Five Secret Rays even begun to dawn upon your awareness. You have yet to fully grasp how to implement them as practical tools in your own spiritual life.

However, I, Saint Germain, promise you that, given sufficient time, given the continued study and pressure of your heart to understand, you will understand! In addition, I will allow for periodic releases of new levels of this instruction that will continue to fill in those gaps in your knowledge, which are yet to give you the full picture of your Christ Identity in relation to these Rays.

I desire for you to begin to touch, smell, feel, and do all that you are called upon in your outer consciousness to perform, by a more precise, finely tuned control of the Life Forces flowing through your own being. Yes, it is well that you are able to embrace intellectually the Teachings of the Ascended Masters. However, I call you beyond that. I want you to literally scintillate in the Fire Breath of God. I want you to feel His Light bubbling up within your feeling world kindling even greater hunger and desire for it. I want you to walk with feet touching Stones of Fire—and I do not mean walking on hot coals—that is for the neophytes!

I speak of the Fire of the Consciousness of your own Christhood. When you are able to glide across the room in the poise and dignity of your Office of Christhood, when you begin to experience firsthand who you truly are, you will sense your shoulders straightening, your head lifting, and your entire bearing reflecting the Dignity and the Honor befitting the Firstborn of your Presence. Your newfound station will not be lorded over others, for it will have such a compassionate giving, sacrificial heart of unconditional Love that it could not possibly be mistaken for anything, save a sincere desire for the highest and best of the good things of life for everyone.

The Light of God is truly your greatest advocate. You have supposed this, you have read this, you have been taught this. Now it is time to fully engage the Light of God, not only in the Seven Rays, but also in the Five Secret Rays of the Life of Christ. These Currents operate as the five primary expressions of God Life, which you are destined to master in their fullness. THEY REPRESENT THE SECRET POWERS OF THE FIVEFOLD OUTFLOWING OF THE LIFE OF THE UNIVERSAL GOD PRESENCE THAT YOU ARE TO ENSOUL!
At the close of this lifetime, you will be the one to determine whether you are ready for the Ascension. Every one of you will look back on the record of your completed lifetime as it replays upon the Cosmic Screen. You will see what was accomplished and what should have contained greater Light. Each of you will know instinctively, whether or not your Presence elects to continue at inner levels in preparation for your Ascension; if you are ready for your Ascension at that very moment; or if you must return.

Some of you will reach that decision and not even hesitate, for one moment you will be standing, tending to the practical things of Life, and the next moment you will have ascended into your own Electronic Body! There will not be any questioning, there will not be any dialogue, there will not be a moment’s hesitation, but you will move from one plane of consciousness to another within the blink of an eye, because you will already have expanded the Threefold Flame upon the Altar of your Heart.

You will have expanded your own Christhood and allowed for the Light of your own Electronic Body in the Rays of God Consciousness to scintillate into all of your worldly affairs and to saturate, to the very core, all of the lower vehicles of consciousness down to the very tips of your fingers and toes! You will have already become the Light that you desire, because you desired God above all else!

**This Vision of Overcoming Victory Through the Ascension Is My Plank Which I Today Call Upon The Torch Bearers of The Temple To Ratify With Every Erg of Energy of Your Beings!** I call upon all of you to ratify and expand the Truth of the I AM Law of Life to every Son and Daughter of God on the Earth!

I call upon you to awaken those who do not desire God, but need to desire God for their own safety, their own well-being, their own God Victory! Moreover, their Victory will add to your Victory! For you have heard My Call and answered. You will accomplish the work that was desired of this generation — to expand these Teachings into all corners of the Earth!

It can be done! You have already embraced a very ambitious Plan for the next two years, but as I have already said, “All of this Platform can be accomplished.” Look at the great accomplishments of the previous two-year cycle since the first Wesak World Congress, even to fulfilling one hundred percent of the Violet Flame Vigils — twenty-four hours a day, every day for Archangel Zadkiel! That is a great accomplishment, indeed, and it brings the greatest Joy to My Heart, for you have responded.

Now, it is up to you to sustain that magnificent momentum which you have established! Heaven has already answered with the release of the additional Violet Flame Angels to multiply further the amount of Violet Flame in the Earth in gratitude for the Torch Bearers’ response! Thanks to your willingness and constancy to return to your Altar and give the two-hour Vigils, you, beloved, will be expanding the amount of the Violet Flame coursing throughout the Earth as never before!
This is a great and glorious feat, generating greater Light on the planet, expanding the Threefold Flame of many lifestreams, and encouraging them to also become the Christ-in-Action.

Once again, I applaud your efforts! I will stand with you! Wherever you need greater understanding of how to implement this expansion, call to My Flame and you will discover My specific Instruction released to you — practically before you have even called! Should you not have the clarity of perception of My Consciousness as the thoughtforms and the ideas pass across the airways, know well, beloved, that you might replay or reread My Release here this night.

It will always contain the God Consciousness of My Desire. It will contain the impetus of My Fire enabling you to continue to move through the Earth in God Freedom! And yes, beloved, it will give you the understanding and conviction that you can accomplish all of the tasks We have assigned you, and which you have endorsed at this World Congress.

The Light of God is emblazoned upon the Altar of your Heart! Within the atmosphere, so very close at hand, stands your own Electronic Body! Even closer is your Causal Body, and closer still, the office and form of your Holy Christ Self. Will you not put on each of these Garments respectively, according to the need of the hour, and given your present attainment and, yes, the greater mastery that you are gaining day by day?

This is My Desire for you. As you first claim these Garments and then appropriate their Powers, you will see God Victory. You will know what it means to precipitate Victory’s Temple on the Earth. For how do you suppose Victory’s Temple is ever going to come into manifestation? Not by sitting and merely wishing that it would come, surely. There must be an internalization of Victory for Victory’s Temple to stand tangible and visible for all the world to see.

You have already accomplished one such great Victory. The Messengers are seated in the Heart Center, Coeur de Lión. This edifice already holds a resonance and a tonal quality that allows the Entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood to utilize the forcefield to anchor Our Work that is so desperately needed for the Earth. The Pure Radiations of this forcefield are maintained thanks to the Causal Body Momentum of the Messengers and because the staff continue to apply the steady pressure of their consciousness in Decrees and Service around the clock without disturbance or interruption.

Coeur de Lión is sustained because Torch Bearers around the world are making the calls and are constant with their tithes for the Protection of Our Light through the blessed vehicle of this Ascended Master Activity! Most especially beloved, Coeur de Lión and our Messengers are protected by the overshadowing Canopy of the Entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood, and a Ring-Pass-Not of Chamuel and Charity likewise protect it.

Now, this may seem an enormous expenditure of Sacred Fire for such a relatively small band, but in every age, the Great Work has begun just this
way, with a select few, with the pressure of God Determination upon their Hearts to align with God and achieve Our Plans — in word, in deed and in solid accomplishment.

Many previous Activities have been victorious, given the finite allotment of their dispensation. You have been told, and I will continue to remind you, there is no time limitation assigned to the Karmic Board’s Dispensation for The Temple. For The Temple’s Dispensation is ongoing. The Plan for this Activity is to continue as our chosen vessel on into the Golden Age. This is why We have saved the purest of Our Anointed Messengers for this Endeavor.

The Promises and Dispensations first entrusted to Abraham shall come forth through their Causal Bodies. These Promises are certainly needed in this age. They will be called forth and utilized, and you will see a great expansion of our work in the Earth. And I, for one, AM most grateful indeed, that they accepted the Mission, as I AM likewise grateful to each one of you. For you also play an integral part in the whole fabric of this Ascended Master Activity, which We have sponsored to serve as the direct public instrument of Our Brotherhood.

Some of you have yet to call forth the fullness of your own Talents. You are holding them in abeyance. I say to you, and you know who you are, awaken! Grasp that Torch that is your Divine Plan, for in some cases there will be delay to our timetables if those who are already trained and in positions of attainment do not elect to move forward into their direct service through this Activity as intended by their own God Presence.

It is important for you to understand — and you know who you are for you have already felt the pressure of My Ray upon you — that it is necessary for you to come forth if you are to accomplish your Victory. Oh yes, you can reincarnate again and again and again, who knows how many times, until we may once more afford your lifestream the golden opportunity to serve in this manner, in direct association with Us.

For some, your Divine Plan mandates that you serve in this fashion in order to build sufficient momentum for your own Ascension. When you have much within your Causal Body, much is expected of you in return.

This very day, I, Saint Germain, call forth the fruits of your God Given Talents! I call forth the Causal Body Momentum and the World Service of those who have vowed at inner levels to stand with My Flame and to accomplish the Great Work of bringing in the Golden Age!

Now is the time when I choose to collect on those covenants and vows that you made so freely to Me before taking embodiment! I require of you their fulfillment in this very cycle! Then We together will make the difference. For I, Saint Germain, decree it so this day! And you, who still refuse My Call, I will remember your refusal. Though I continue to stand your advocate, I will not rely upon your inner vows so readily in the future.
Understand that, if you choose today to honor your commitment in memory of those inner vows, act on them today and every day henceforth with the Power of Constancy, for I will remember. I always keep my commitments to you, far more than ever required. I know your Heart, I know the Truth of your Being, and I will not let you down.

Beloved Hearts, be sealed with My Violet Flame. Allow it to transmute all the latent energies that need to go into the Flame so that you can fulfill your Divine Plan and awaken the fullness of the Christ Light.

I, Saint Germain, now call to a close this Wesak World Congress 2002. I seal it with the full ratification of My Heart Flame for the coming Golden Age. I will be in attendance at each future Wesak World Congress, and I expect the number of Torch Bearers in attendance to double and triple! For, if indeed your commitment to Me is to be our Hands and Feet in the Earth, then your physical presence is needed at every level.

Know well, beloved, that, each time you embrace your own Divine Plan and fulfill that cycle, you draw one step closer to your own Ascension. You become a greater part of the very Hierarchy of Light which you so love. That hierarchal ladder of Light, beloved, is the very fabric of your being, and your Mighty I AM Presence is most grateful, indeed, when you confirm it by Action in the Earth.

Therefore, will you say with Me, “I AM That I AM? I AM That I AM! I AM That I AM! I AM That I AM!”

So be it. I thank you.

Saint Germain